Lost In France (C)  
NA xxx 10.10.19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9b7CgTIRKU

(Intro: C (Riff x 4)

(Ladies Only to sing and play)
I was C lost in F France,
in the Dm fields the birds were G singing,
I was C lost in F France,
and the Dm day was just be-Ginning.
I just F stood there in the Em morning rain,
I F had a feeling I Fm can’t explain
I was C lost in F France, G in C love.

C (Riff x 2 )

(Ladies Only to sing and play)
I was C lost in F France,
in the Dm street a band was G playing,
and the C crowd all F danced,
didn’t Dm catch what they were G saying.
When I F looked up, he was Em standing there,
I F knew I shouldn't, but I Fm didn’t care
I was C lost in F France, G in C love.

C (Riff x 1 )

(All sing and play)
F Oo la la la la, oo la la dance, C oo la la la I'm dancing. F C  
F Oo la la la la, oo la la dance, C oo la la la I'm dancing. F C  
F Oo la la la la, oo la la dance, C oo la la la I'm dancing. F C

C (Riff x 2 )

(Ladies Only to sing and play)
I was C lost in F France,
and the Dm vines were over-Gflowing,
I was C lost in F France,
and a Dm million stars were G glowing.
And I F looked round for a Em telephone,
to F say - Baby, I Fm won't be home.
I was C lost in F France, G in C love.

C (Riff x 1 )

(All sing and play)
F Oo la la la la, oo la la dance, C oo la la la I'm dancing. F C
F Oo la la la la, oo la la dance, C oo la la la I'm dancing. F C
F Oo la la la la, oo la la dance, C oo la la la I'm dancing. F C

C (Riff x 2 )

C    F    Dm    G       C    F    Dm    G

And I F looked round for a Em telephone,
to F say - Baby, I Fm won't be home

I was C lost in F France, G in C love.

C (Riff x 1 )

F Oo la la la la, oo la la dance, C oo la la la I'm dancing. F C
F Oo la la la la, oo la la dance, C oo la la la I'm dancing. F C
F Oo la la la la, oo la la dance, C oo la la la I'm dancing. F C

C (Riff x 6 )